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NEW QUESTION: 1
During the quarterly review of the internal audit activity's
performance, the chief audit executive (CAE) notes that actual
engagement hours consistently exceed the budget. Which of the
following strategies would most likely help the CAE address
this problem?
The budget should consider time spent on similar engagements.
The budget should consider the proficiency of the assigned
auditors.

The budget estimate should provide for unexpected delays.
The budget should be specific as to time for each work
assignment.
A. 1 and 4 only
B. 3 and 4 only
C. 2 and 3 only
D. 1 and 2 only
Answer: A
Explanation:
Topic 5, Volume E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which configurable SRX Series device feature allows you to
capture transit traffic?
A. syslog
B. packet-capture
C. traceoptions
D. archival
Answer: C
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NEW QUESTION: 4
Identify the Incorrect option about the commodity setup.

A. Incompatible commodities can be captured while defining a
commodity.
B. Specific temperature controls cannot be assigned while
defining a commodity.
C. You can select transportation modes while defining a
commodity.
D. You can link commodity with equipment typos while defining a
new commodity.
Answer: C
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